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EXECUT IVE 	SUMMARY 	

GENERATIONAL PERSPECTIVES AND THEIR PERCEIVED CONSEQUENCES: 
CERTITUDES AND AMBIGUITIES   

Different age and geographical groups had common as well as contending views about the 
consequences of technology over a two-decade period. These can be briefly summarised 
under four headings:  

IMPACTS OF TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

n Both generations appeared uncertain about technology’s speed of change and the 
prospect of keeping abreast of its potential consequences; 

n Initially the balance between positive and negative impacts of transformative 
technologies tipped towards anxiety rather than positivity for most non-African 
participants; 

n After briefings by experts and discussions on portraits of the future, the younger 
generation seemed more concerned about the impacts of technology in the future than 
the older generation. 

THE ATOMISED VERSUS GLOBALISED PARADIGM 

n Both generations veered towards the prospect of a globalised rather than an atomised 
world in two decades time; 

n In a related vein, younger participants were generally more inclined to accept that there 
will be new types of governance structures in which elements of atomisation would be 
accelerated by technology; 

n Mainly due to transformative technologies, participants from Africa -- principally those 
from the younger generation -- laid considerable store by the role of the private sector 
as a major driver of change.  
 

PROSPERITY VERSUS POVERTY 
n The majority of UK participants in both age groups believed that transformative 

technologies would not in and of themselves reduce divisions between rich and poor. 
This was not a view held by those participants from Africa; 

n There was concern amongst all participants that if the present was any indication of 
the future, the distribution of transformative technologies would continue to be 
uneven; 





















	

	

SECTION 1: THE GENERATIONAL PROJECT EVENT’S PARTICIPANTS, PROCESS, 
FORMAT1

 

PARTICIPANTS AND EXPERTS 

The trial event involved ‘participants' and 
‘experts’. The former consisted of 18 
people, evenly divided between 
generational and gender groups — 20 to 25 
and 55 to 65+ years of age, 9 male and 9 
female. Of this number, 12 came from the 
United Kingdom, and the remaining 6 
from Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa. For 
this trial event, limited attention was paid 
to socio-economic or educational 
differences. 

Five ‘experts’ joined the event to discuss 
their respective specialisations and the 
potential consequences of each from a 
two-decade perspective.2 Following these 
individual presentations, the experts were 
collectively asked to ‘paint’ portraits of 
the future, or, alternative scenarios about 
the consequences of transformative 
technologies and societal change. These 
portraits were not to provide predictions 
about the future, but rather to provide a 
broad appreciation of the what might 
be’s.  It is from these  

																																																													

1  The programme and agenda of the event can be found in Annex 2 of this report.  

2  The five experts in order of presentation were Caitlin Percy [BAe Systems] on Digital Worlds, Keith Dear [University of Oxford] 
on Transhumanism, Bru Pearce [Envisonation] on Climate Change, Daniel Dobos [CERN] on Outer space, Cyberspace and 
Human Impacts and Ali Hossaini [King’s College, London] on Organisms and Mechanisms. 

3  See: Appendix 2: Baselines and Paradigms: Building Bridges Across Generations – Questionnaire Report. This report was 
designed and developed by Lucy Smith. 

4  See Humanitarian Toolkit [www.humanitarianfutures.org] 

 

portraits that participants were asked to 
develop their own worlds, or, resulting in 
their own portraits of the future. 

PROCESS 

Once selected and confirmed, participants 
were briefed and provided with a sense of 
futures by forwarding a series of futures-
oriented articles over a three-week 
period, prior to the event. One week 
before and one week after the event, 
questionnaires were distributed to gauge 
individual’s views of the future and their 
implications prior to and after the event. 
The report, therefore, consists not only of 
the results of the Generational event, but 
also the results of the questionnaires 
described in the Survey Analysis.3 

FORMAT 

The event’s format was based upon a 
Futures Roundtable approach that was 
developed by the Humanitarian Futures 
Programme, King’s College, London, in 
2014.4 Held over two days, the first day 
principally featured a group of five 





















	

	

  

UTOPIA VERSUS DYSTOPIA  

Transformative technologies clearly hold 
out the prospect of paradigmatic change. 
The assumptions which underpin the 
nature of humanness, the relationship 
between outer space and the Earth, 
societal structures and those who 
comprise them, the environments in 
which human-beings will live, all in 
various ways will be profoundly different. 
Yet, while recognising the proposition, 
what remains uncertain is how dramatic 
such changes might be, how positive or 
negative their consequences and who will 
have control? These questions in one 
sense were the paints that led to a 
portrait based upon tensions between 
utopian and dystopic visions. 

 

That transformative change is afoot can 
be of little doubt. The spectrum of 
changes that one can foresee based upon 
the Internet of Things is already wide. 
When ‘known unknowns’ and the 
‘unknown unknowns’ are added into the 
mix, uncertainties about transformative 
consequences abound. There is a high 
probability that within a two decade 

timeframe robotic systems and networks 
will share responsibilities for defence, 
manufacturing, social and medical care 
and a range of other activities normally 
associated with human-beings. The 
former may well share responsibilities 
with the latter, or, even work in parallel 
with or in opposition to the traditional 
human actor. 

And, here, the portrait suggests a 
consensus around the prospect that the 
world of artificial intelligence will result 
in machines that will be able to make 
choices and decisions. From a more 
utopian perspective, that world in two 
decades time will enable human-beings 
through virtual reality mechanisms to 
have lives unconstrained by conventional 
boundaries and will be able to reach out 
to others through such innovations as 
tactile communications and possibly even 
travel via teleportation.  

 

It could well be a world in which 
artificially manufactured food products 
will ensure the health and well-being of 











































	

	

 


